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OK, MAYBE THAT’S A BIT MUCH…

We both employ a people-first approach to testing at Bungie
○ More than just “playing the game”

○ Heavy emphasis on career path & goals



AGENDA

Evolving Perspectives: How QA Transformed from an Entry-Level Role

■ Define, Demystify, and Debunk this concept

Unlocking the Advantages: Why You Should Opt for a Career in QA

■ 3 clear benefits with examples from our experiences

Join the Movement: How to Get Started in QA with Quality Assurance

■ Crash course on how to prep for a career in QA

■ Showcase several tools to make the process easier
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“I’ll do my time in QA, and then I’ll 
be creative director of Titanfall 
3.” 

- some guy somewhere, probably

WHAT DOES “QA as an Entry Point” MEAN?

THE MISCONCEPTIONS ARE THAT QA is…

● a stepping stone to other game disciplines

● not a long term option that can sustain a prolific 
career in game dev

● Low skill-set floor & ceiling

“QA has a  Low Barrier of Entry”

Large supply of people wanting to do work =
Ability for companies to devalue the work

“I’ll do my time in QA, and then 
I’ll be creative director of 
Titanfall 3.” 

- some guy somewhere, probably

“I’ll do my time in QA, and then 
I’ll be creative director of the 
next AAA Blockbuster.” 

- some guy somewhere, probably



🧐 How has this perception affected the discipline?

Limited exposure to project collaboration and training

● Lack of clarity on which way to develop

○ Instead of developing into the discipline, people feel 
the need to develop out

Developing In…
- Identifying ways to use 
your skills to transition from 
tester to QA manager

Developing Out…
- Support the game in a 
singular way and do not 
attempt skill progression

Source: Zippia, 2024

https://www.zippia.com/video-game-tester-jobs/demographics/


The role of Quality Assurance in the 
industry is changing due to proactive 
work of QA professionals.

-Like those at Bungie!

“These are the  quality systems to help 
make [game]”

“We want to make [game]”

This perception of QA is no longer accurate



“Everyone in QA is a 
game developer.” 

- Cayde 6



Disciplines see the value!
TYPES OF QA JUST AT BUNGIE



Career in QA Benefit #1:

Flexibility



Flexible QA Career Skills

● Introductory knowledge of other game discipline 
processes is a huge asset

● Technical expertise is not required!

● Your interests can lead to advising on production work 
to understand risk, wake, and impact

The understanding of a system 

+

QA Expertise

=

Important Input



Turn interests into a productive workflow

As you work with multiple disciplines, you understand their problem 
spaces, and can build quality systems.

Curiosity Desire to Understand Nuanced 
understanding

Meaningful 
collaboration



Flexible QA Career Skills Case: 
Bryce’s Work on Weapons Drawn



Narrative Work @ Jackbox Games

My screenwriting degree 
gave me understanding on 
dialogue tables and 
editing large amounts of 
text

Based on my interest, 
narrative showed me how 
the writing software 
functioned 

I became a Point of 
Contact for prompt and 
dialogue checks

I meaningfully advocated 
for the quality of the 
narrative experience 

Curiosity Desire to Understand Nuanced 
understanding

Meaningful 
collaboration



Flexible QA Career Skills Case: 
Chris’ Career Story



Investment Testing @ Bungie

Started out testing 
activities (Strikes, Public 
Events, etc). Saw an area 
needed investment 
coverage based on bug 
output and turnaround 
time

Learned the execution 
context and workflows of 
investment systems

Created runbook 
strategies for investment 
live support & risk 
assessment

Helped develop 
automation to reduce the 
person-hours of manually 
testing systems 
vulnerable to bugs

Curiosity Desire to Understand Nuanced 
understanding

Meaningful 
collaboration



Career in QA Benefit #2:

Player Advocacy



Players

We play the game to determine 
the key experiences

Players

We play the game to determine 
the key experiences

Players

We play the game to determine 
the key experiences

Player Advocacy in QA
QA has the strongest positionality within the game dev org to advocate for the player

We fulfill the roles of:

Players

We play the game to determine 
the key experiences

Testers

We test changes to verify it 
works and validate it’s the right 

thing we’re building

Collaborators

We collaborate with other 
developers to achieve the goals 

of the game

QA meaningfully advocates for moment to gameplay while many other disciplines are focused on big picture

🎮 🔬 🤝



A practical example: QA + Design

● Designers and QA have a shared 
responsibility to plan experience based 
on players’ wants and needs

● Focus is often split between Vision and 
Implementation
○ Envisioning something does not 

mean it will function in 
implementation

Credit: @tired_actor

https://www.tiktok.com/@tired_actor/video/7128431004506934574?lang=en


QA provides confidence that decisions are 
working for the player

● QA guides the ideas that Design supplies by applying 
a “player lens”

● Embedding QA from pre-production allows Design to 
understand player outlook without needing lengthy 
iteration

● Design focus stays on vision, and QA adds 
perspective to ensure implementation aligns



An example from our work… Fulcrum
In Destiny 2, we wanted Crota Raid to be “hard,” but we wanted this done with mechanics

● “Hard” is subjective, but we were able to test this out through playtests designed to illustrate it

1. Source players from intended demographic 

2. Come with a simple design idea: pass something around 
while moving forward

3. Track the common ways people were failing

4. Identify if those failures were fun and challenging or 
frustrating

5. Discuss results with designers and move to next 
iteration



Career in QA Benefit #3:

Cross Discipline Collaboration



Becoming a Cross Discipline Point of 
Contact
● Trust between departments is paramount in QA 

work
● When QA repeatedly shows up for disciplines it 

starts anticipating what they need and when

● This creates a desire for QA involvement in more 
areas of production

QA is my best friend!
- everyone, probably

QA is my best friend!
- everyone, probably



How does QA use the trust it gains?

● When the team knows it can rely on QA, it opens path 
to Quality Management

● This can be utilized at a studio-level

● QA assigns risk to work items and analyze at each 
production milestone

○ We determine which items are most player 
impactful and prioritize

○ Other disciplines trust us to carry out this 
process, and it allows them to focus on creation



AND NOW…

QA Job Crash Course



Where do I start?

● Skill progression is key for a lasting career

● QA isn’t just testing, you need to evolve skills

● Basis of skills can be gained from other industries 

and soft skills are particularly important

“I was able to get 
a job testing”

“I spent 20 years in a 
fulfilling QA career”



Skill progression in QA

Testing

Owning test efforts

Utilize soft skills to become a 
build expert 

Point of Contact

Owning a whole 
feature/series of features

Gaining trust and collaborating to 
accumulate technical knowledge

Quality Manager

Owning frameworks to 
support studio-wide game 
quality

Leveraging expertise to manage 
the quality of the game from 
concept → launch

Planning Executing Analyzing Iterating



Keyword Tool to Find Your Ideal Company



Setting up your Keyword Tool

Identify what is important to you in your QA work and write down common ways you’ve 
heard this referred to in the game industry

Condense these concepts into easily identifiable keywords

Assign a numerical value to each keyword in relation to how important they are to you

Keep these in a document and reference it while reading job descriptions

Cross off any keywords that appear in the job description (they don’t need to be exact)

Add up the value of the words that are crossed-off and divide them by the total value 
included on the list

Determine if the job is a passing grade for you (I used an adjusted grading scale
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Marketing yourself as a 
QA professional

● QA Character Sheet identifies a mission statement that 
markets yourself as a QA Professional.

● The mission statement is “A bite-sized version of your QA 
journey”

Turn “I test games” into…

“I’ll do my time in QA, and then I’ll be creative 
director of Titanfall 3.” 

- some guy somewhere, probably

"I am a Test Engineer with 5 years of professional 
experience that serves as a resourceful point of 
contact across disciplines, specifically working 
closely with Narrative and Design to address 
emergent tasks and advocate for QA inclusion in 
production milestones."

PDF Link



Other resources to help 
you in your job search…

Credits to Willem Delventhal & Kathan 
Kellman for compiling the resources!



● Industry Perception of QA impacts the value of 
the discipline

○ Resources are given to those deemed most 
deserving

● Pursuing a long-term career in QA will have a 
positive effect on the industry

● Together we can create games that are less 
buggy, more fun, and better aligned with what 
players want.

We are here to help!

Industry Perception is Important



TAKEAWAYS

QA is a Force Multiplier for the entire project

It’s not just testing quality, but managing quality

Everyone owns quality in a project - QA guides how it should be done!
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“Everyone in QA is a 
game developer.” 

- Cayde 6

ONE MORE TIME (WITH FEELING)...



THANK YOU!
Q&A will be in the wrap-up room


